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Press release 

WATA Factory and q.beyond team up to create 

q.beyond Ibérica, a Cloud Competence Centre in 

Jerez de la Frontera 

• q.beyond Ibérica is composed of an international team from different 

countries such as Portugal, Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands and of 

course Spain. 

• With experience and expertise in technologies such as Microsoft Azure, 

Google Cloud and Amazon Web Services, this new center of excellence is 

an ideal environment for professional development. 

• Over the next 18 months, q.beyond Ibérica will contract a large number of 

professionals specializing in cloud. 

 

Jerez de la Frontera, July 16, 2022 

Software development and "the cloud" have joined forces. On one side, WATA Factory 

a German software consultancy based in Spain that provides customized digital 

solutions for clients across Germany. On the other hand, q.beyond, one of the leading 

providers of digitalization services with hundreds of customers deciding to move their 

services and infrastructure to the cloud every year, also focused on the German 

market. 

 

This merger gives rise to q.beyond Ibérica, a center of excellence specializing in cloud 

technologies, based in Jerez de la Frontera, whose goal is to attract the best talent 

from all over Andalusia to provide innovative solutions for customers from all over 

Germany. The market trend is clear: forward-looking companies are migrating their 

services to the cloud because they benefit from it. q.beyond Ibérica serves a real and 

latent need in a country like Germany, which is known - and recognized - as the "world 

champion of innovation" according to the World Economic Forum's Global 

Competitiveness Report. 

 

q.beyond Ibérica specializes in cloud technologies such as Azure (the cloud computing 

service developed by Microsoft), Google Cloud (the platform that unites all of Google's 

web development applications) and Amazon Web Services (a collection of computing 
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services supported by the e-commerce giant). In addition, q.beyond Ibérica not only 

offers a wide range of cloud services tailored to the needs of German customers, but 

also ensures that all employees are certified and meet the highest quality standards at 

all times. Both partners - WATA Factory and q.beyond - strongly believe that the close 

relationship between the two companies will foster an enjoyable working environment 

where excellence triumphs over mediocrity and continuous creativity over routine. 

 

"Spain offers not only sun, beach and good weather, but also a wide variety of expert 

profiles in different technologies. At q.beyond Ibérica, we want to give them the 

opportunity to expand their skills in the cloud," says Germán Tiscar Lorenzo (CEO of 

q.beyond Ibérica). q.beyond Ibérica offers its employees a wide range of social benefits 

and a solid, long-term career plan. 

 

Over the next 18 months, the company plans to hire a large number of candidates 

focused on the cloud space, continuing WATA Factory's growth and its social 

commitment to provide jobs with excellent conditions in our region. 

 

For more information: 

Eliezer López – Operations Manager 

e.lopez@wata.es  
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